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EX E CUTI VE S U MMA RY

The paper looks at the central principles of open banking and addresses the key trends and dynamics
across banks, consumers and individual regulatory environments. It also provides an overview of open
banking within the APAC region, with a deeper dive on Hong Kong. The paper assesses the trends across
Asia pacific when it comes to open banking regulation, the perceived maturity to embrace and adopt
opening banking and the potential future developments that industry players should take into consideration.
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WH AT I S O PE N BA NK I NG ?

Open banking is a customer-centric response to changing
consumer behaviors more generally, notably wanting more
choice in everyday life. Previously banks owned the vertical value
chain for their customers, distribution channels and products.
Open banking has changed how incumbent banks can distribute
their own products to customers, by allowing third party service
providers (TSPs) to act as alternate distributors and to extend
even more choice by offering additional services from different
financial and non-financial institutions.
The aim is to trigger greater competition across individual and
cross-border markets, encourage more innovative product
development, and thus provide customers with more choice and
enhanced services that will better meet their needs.
Banks engage with TSPs through their own developer portals. By
opening up specific APIs, the banks allow TSPs to integrate them
into their own applications, thus creating new propositions and
more choice for the customer.
Looking westwards to the UK, the benefits of open APIs and a
strong developer community are evident - for example, digital
bank Monzo’s developer community is helping build an even
richer banking experience for customers from the ground up1.
Within APAC, partnerships have flourished across the banking
and fintech worlds. Singapore’s fintech ecosystem, for instance,
is built largely around APIs and partnerships with incumbent
banks in order to address key areas such digital KYC (Know Your
Customer), robo-advisory, biometrics and operations automation.

From a regulatory perspective, we are seeing different
approaches across the globe. While in Europe regulators are
actively mandating the use of open APIs in banking, in North
America and APAC there is a more market-driven approach.
The regulators in these two regions are therefore limiting their
involvement to steering banks in the right direction by proposing
phased approaches for the adoption of open APIs.
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APAC – TH E LEA D E R S

Casting an eye over the APAC open banking landscape, it is clear that Australia, Singapore and Hong Kong (of which
more later) lead the way when it comes to making open banking a reality.
Singapore
Singapore is considered the leader in Asia Pacific when it comes
to open banking readiness, outpacing Hong Kong and Australia.
The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) is a strong proponent
for open banking and is steadily building a structure to enable
its financial ecosystem to develop in this area. In 2016, MAS
was the first regulatory body in Asia-Pacific to publish guidelines
on open banking and to outline a plan for banking data to be
made available through open APIs. It published the Finance-asa-Service: API Playbook2 to provide common APIs and guidance
on security standards and governance models.
Following the publication of the API Playbook, in late 2017 DBS
Bank launched the world’s largest API developer platform3. This
allows companies to develop API solutions via a selection of over
150 APIs across over 20 different categories, including fund
transfers, customer rewards and real-time payments. The MAS
is also encouraging partnerships between banks and fintechs
through the FSTI Scheme, which helps partially fund proof of
concepts for innovative ideas within the banking system4. This
is backed by a survey by Finastra in March 2019, where 44
percent of incumbent banks were actively looking to deploy
fintech collaborations within the next 12 months, over double of
the UK (21 percent).

Australia
In Australia, an open banking initiative (also known as API banking)
was introduced by the government as part of the Consumer
Data Rights (CDR) initiative. The ‘Review Into Open Banking In
Australia’ was conducted in July 2017, which recommended a
phased implementation of open banking by the Big Four banks
by July 2019. Following that, All other Australian banks are
expected to comply by 1st July 2020. This directive also outlined
what, how and with whom data should be shared, and how it can
be kept secure and private. As of August 2019, all major banks
have made available their product data for credit and debit cards,
deposit accounts and transaction accounts.
Regulatory wise, there are no mandates or standardization
framework, rather the regulator allows initiatives such as open
banking to grow organically and experimenting with industry
problems. This is likely to change to allow more protection for
consumers off the back of the crack down on P2P lenders.
In response to the API banking initiative and get out in front,
Australian incumbents have been forming formal partnerships
with fintech’s to improve their current service offering and product
suite. One example is the National Australia Bank (NAB) joint
partnership with Xero, a software company that offers a cloudbased accounting software platform for SMEs. API integration
allows Xero and NAB to integrate one another’s platforms into
their own portals. This enables new service propositions for NAB
customers who currently use Xero, such as seamless payment
process with notifications and easy approval function, and instant
online approval for business loans. Australia is also seeing the
emergence of challenger banks due to the new guidelines and
openness of the regulator to improve customer experience and
innovation. Newcomers such as Judo and 86 400 are cloud native
core banking platforms that have a ready to go microservices
layer that is primed for open banking 5,6.
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A PAC – TH E AS PI R A NTS

SO HOW DO OTHER KEY MARKETS IN THE REGION MEASURE UP?
Malaysia
Malaysia has taken a market driven approach to open banking
similar to Singapore and Hong Kong, with a non-mandatory
guideline framework for working with open data and open APIs7.
In the first quarter of 2018, the Open API Implementation Group
(OAPIG) was established to develop new API standards8. In
January 2019, Bank Negara Malaysia, the country’s central bank,
issued a policy document on the publication of open data using
Open APIs for financial institutions. International banks such as
Standard Chartered and Citibank have global developer portals
through which fintechs and developers can access publicly
available APIs9. Meanwhile, Malaysian banks such as Maybank,
CIMB and Hong Leong Bank offer a combination of publicly
available APIs, for example through Maybank’s sandbox10, and
customer facing products through formal partnerships leveraging
their APIs.
Korea
Korea confirmed in February 2019 an aggressive timeline to
roll-out open banking. The Financial Services Commission (FSC)
intends to establish a fully-operational open banking environment
by the end of 2019 which would grant fintech firms access to
banks’ current closed financial payment network via a threepronged approach. Within the first phase. banks are expected
to voluntarily agree to an open banking system and give direct
access to their payment network to all fintech payment service
providers as well as other banks11. The second phase would
involve amendments to the Electronic Financial Transaction Act,
providing clear legal grounds for the open banking system. The
third and final phase involves the regulator giving qualified fintech
payment service providers direct access to the FSC’s
Financial payment network without relying on banks services.
To facilitate open banking, banks in Korea have established
strategic alliances with local fintech companies (for instance, the

link-up between Standard Chartered Bank and Bank Salad) to
exchange customer data via open APIs. They are also keen to
use these partnerships to provide basic enquiry functions12 and
offer tailored services, such as investment advisory and payment
solutions, for their customers13,14.
Cambodia
Cambodia currently has no regulation around open banking and
customer data protection. The National Bank of Cambodia (NBC)
is aware that with only 13 percent of Cambodian adults maintain
bank accounts15; accordingly, it has flagged the importance of
fintech in facilitating financial inclusion. Open APIs are seen as
offering transparency and also a means of expanding payment
system capacity16. NBC has proposed to enact new laws around
consumer protection, e-commerce, national payment system,
privacy and data security as part of its proposed development
strategy for the financial sector17. In 2019, Cambodia has seen
fintech make up the majority of technology start ups. The more
developed segments include digital payments, software-as-aservice (SaaS) for incumbent banks and digital banking. Within
these, the foundations of open banking are beginning to appear.
Businesses such as Clik and BongLoy operate API based payment
solutions, with the former making moves into becoming an
aggregator18,19. The challenge for the NBC is how they encourage
the incumbent banks to catch up.
Vietnam
In Vietnam, the State Bank of Vietnam (SBV), the country’s central
bank, is leading the charge to drive towards open banking. The
SBV Fintech Steering Committee was established in March
2017 to spur innovation in financial and banking services,
particularly for e-KYC, open APIs, P2P lending, e-payment and
blockchain20. In August 2019, Vietnam signed a Memorandum
of Understandings with the Australian Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade (DAFT), and the Asian Development Bank (ADB)
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to promote the development of fintech, including open APIs and
a related legal framework to aid in the adoption of a new method
of banking21.
Philippines
In the Philippines, implementation of open banking is primarily
market driven under the supervision of its Central Bank, Banko
Sentral ng Pilpinas (BSP), and multiple banks have established
partnerships with fintech companies. Even though there are
no de facto open banking regulations, initiatives such as the
BSP-sponsored National Retail Payment System (NRPS) are
indirectly helping to shape an open banking environment22. The
Philippines also leverages the ASEAN Bankers Association to
participate in the API Exchange (APIX) project launched by ASEAN
Financial Innovation Network in September 201823 to strengthen
collaborative development.
Thailand
Thailand is lagging slightly behind Singapore and Malaysia as
regards to open banking, with neither the central bank and
regulator having yet released any framework or guidelines. In
January 2017, Bangkok bank launched the country’s first bankowned development portal24. Initially it was equipped with just
four APIs25. Other banks have focused more on enabling payment
and transaction offerings for SMEs and micro businesses.
More recently, while microservice architectures are high on
the agenda of Thai banks, the focus is on the modernization
and transformation of their legacy systems into API friendly
infrastructure. Siam Commercial Bank launched its SCB Open
API in May 2019, with functionality that includes loan origination,
payment, customer information enquiry and authentication26.
These efforts sits alongside the implementation of the Personal
Data Protection Act (PDPA), introduced in May 201927, and
together they suggest a move to open banking frameworks is
inevitable based on experiences in the UK and Europe.
China
In China, the notion of open banking is relatively new. However
that is not to say the concept has not been practiced or does not

( CONTINUED)

exist. In 2013, Bank of China proposed its open platform, making
a number of applications available such as mobile payments,
cross border services and account management28. Chinese
banks and fintechs have long been partnering to offer new
products and services. While not true open banking, the financial
environment is very open to sharing data and access to improve
customer experience. A good example of this is the sheer number
of integrated partnerships WeChat have with local incumbents,
the same can be said for many others. The opportunity in China
is huge, consumer adoption and consumer sentiment in terms of
sharing their data is one of the highest across Asia.29
Japan
Japan, despite its cash-based economy, has its own extremely
ambitious targets for banks to open up their customer data. In
2017, the Japanese Bankers Association established a Review
Committee on Open API encompassing members from the
banking sector, IT, fintech, academic experts, lawyers, consumer
associations and the relevant government authorities. The
Committee issued its ‘Report of Review Committee on Open
APIs: Promoting Open Innovation’ as a starting point for the
development of open banking30. Japan’s Electronic Payment
Intermediate Service Providers legislation came into effect in June
2018, which included a requirement for third-party providers to
register with the Financial Services Agency. It is projected that
by the mid-2020 more than 130 banks will have successfully
adopted open API standards31.
India
In India, open banking only really came onto the scene a couple
of years ago. The first step was an real time payment system
called Unified Payments Interface (UPI) roll out in 2016 regulated
by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI)32. While not true open banking,
it showed a positive first step to the incumbent banks to start
moving in the same direction. Since, YES BANK launched APIs
allowing partner integration with corporate clients ERP systems33.
Following that, ICIC, RBL Bank, Federal Bank, DCB and a few
others adopted a similar approach.
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Regulation wise, while there is support, there is no mandated or
guideline framework for banks and TSPs to incorporate into their
banking model. That being said, with high adoption of API based
payment service providers, such as PayTM, its only a matter of
time until the regulator pushes out a framework, either mandated
or guideline.
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HO N G KO N G – A S M A RT BA NK I NG LA B O R ATO RY

In the past, Hong Kong has been perceived as one of the most innovative financial centers in the world. As time has gone by, UK and
Europe have caught up and in most cases overtaken Hong Kong as innovation fintech hubs. In 2017 however, jolted by the strong growth
of neighbors China and Singapore, the Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) released their Smart Banking initiative, titled A New Era of
Smart Banking. This included 7 individual initiatives to be launched in phased approaches34. The fifth initiative was Open API. A year later,
HKMA rolled out the Open API guidelines for incumbent banks to follow. The framework is being launched in four phases.

PH AS E

OPEN API
FUNCTIONS

EXA MP LE S

DE LIVE RY T IME

I

Product
Information

Deposit rates, credit card offerings,
service charges and other public
information

by the end of January 2019

II

Customer
Acquisition

New applications for credit cards,
loans and other products

by the end of October 2019*

III

Account
Information

Account balance, credit card
outstanding balance, transaction
records, credit limit change and others

IV

Transactions

Payment and transfers

to publish a set of technical
standards in 2020, following
which an implementation
timetable will be set

*As of late October 2019, Phase 2 had still not been released and could potentially be pushed into the later stages of 2019.
Source: HKMA Open Banking Guidelines

As of July 2019, the 20 participating retail banks have opened
up over 500 open APIs. TSPs have made good use of the APIs
on offer providing innovative services such as FX rate information
via google maps, deposit rate and loan product comparison on
user friendly mobile platforms35.

FX exchange, investment and other general banking services.
This is a brave new step for Hong Kong and one that has enabled
TSPs to instantly start building new and exciting value-added
banking services for consumers, such as comparison websites
and real time FX comparison portals.

A few of Hong Kong’s smaller banks, alongside some large
international ones have joined Hong Kong’s first API aggregator.
In early 2019, JETCO launched its JETCO APIX exchange
platform. They have aggregated over 200 APIs from 13 Hong
Kong banks offering integration with services such as deposits,

Moving forward into phases three and four, HKMA are looking
to implement some sort of API standardization across the sector
based on feedback from the experiences of banks throughout
phase 1 and 2. It will be at this stage when open banking
adoption in an unmandated market will be put to the test.
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CO NC LU S I O N

Throughout the different international markets it is clear to
see open banking is set to truly transform financial services
for good. We have already seen the traditional banking model
in more mature open banking regions, such as Europe, evolve
with the separation of distribution channels from products. APAC
is still very much behind the UK and Europe as regards open
banking adoption and readiness. This is down to a number of
reasons, but one stands out: namely, mandating open banking
via regulations versus the lighter touch approach of offering
guideline frameworks for incumbents to follow.

route they will take. As mentioned, the real gauge of mandated
frameworks on the one hand versus unmandated frameworks
and market driven advancements on the other, will come when
regulators around APAC start to standardize APIs, notably around
payment initiation and transaction data. Once we reach that
point, a more practical comparison to determine the superior
option will be possible.

In the UK, a formal Open Banking initiative and more recently
the European Commission’s second Payment Services Directive
(PSD2) have served to drive the adoption of open banking
amongst the country’s banks. By contrast, the majority of Asian
regulators are introducing guidelines with little or no enforcement
behind them. Australia is so far the only exception among those
regional markets that have embraced open banking frameworks,
having built a framework to increase competition within financial
services and to improve customer experiences.
Across APAC, regulators have taken on board the lessons
learned from countries such as the UK when formulating their
open banking frameworks. Accordingly, they must have their
reasons when opting not to mandate compliance. HKMA’s refusal
to use the words “increase competition” within their guidelines,
instead placing their focus firmly on innovation and the customer
experience36 may stem from a recognition that Hong Kong is
an already crowded banking market. Accordingly, increased
competition would cannibalize existing market share, hence the
focus on encouraging less frenetic organic growth, which would
be more beneficial in allowing open banking to become widely
established. The same could also be said for Singapore.
For the APAC regions that are yet to issue their own guidelines
(other than Malaysia, which will follow Singapore and Hong Kong
in not mandating their framework37), little is yet known which
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RE FE R E NC E S

1.

https://developers.monzo.com/

2.

https://abs.org.sg/docs/library/abs-api-playbook.pdf

3.

https://www.dbs.com/dbsdevelopers/discover/index.html

4.

https://www.mas.gov.sg/development/fintech/mas-fsti-proof-of-concept-grant
https://www.herbertsmithfreehills.com/latest-thinking/open-banking-developments-in-asia-pacific

5.

https://www.86400.com.au/

6.

https://www.judo.bank/

7.

The framework has covered the API Architecture, data and security - http://www.bnm.gov.my/index.
php?ch=57&pg=137&ac=773&bb=file

8.

OAPIG was constitution of the representatives from central banks, fintech industry, financial industry and other relevant
stakeholders - https://www.theedgemarkets.com/article/bnm-establish-open-api-implementation-group-1q2018

9.

Standard Chartered Bank and Citibank have launched their global developer portal allowing public user to access their API https://bankingblog.accenture.com/brave-new-world-open-banking-apac-malaysia?lang=en_US

10. https://maybanksandbox.com/
11. South Korea’s Financial Services Commission (FSC) has proposed a plan to establish an open banking system which would grant
fintech firms access to banks’ payment network - https://tokenpost.com/South-Koreas-FSC-seeks-to-open-banks-financialpayment-network-to-fintech-firms-1361
http://www.koreaherald.com/view.php?ud=20190416000660
12. Woori Bank has included key open banking functions into WiBee Bank: showing search results of key data on loans,
foreign currency exchange requests, overseas remittances and cash wiring records - http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/
biz/2019/07/126_272378.html
13. Standard Charted Bank signed the MOU with Bank Salad in September 2019 - https://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/
biz/2019/08/126_274262.html
14. NongHyup Financial Group opened an innovation centre to facilitate the research in fintech since April 2019 - http://www.
koreatimes.co.kr/www/biz/2019/04/488_266809.html
15. Result from Accelerating financial inclusion in South-East Asia with digital finance (Oliver Wyman , 2017) - https://www.adb.org/
sites/default/files/publication/222061/financial-inclusion-se-asia.pdf
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16. National Bank of Cambodia issued a research paper in 2018 - https://www.nbc.org.kh/download_files/research_papers/english/
FinancialInclusionandFinTech.pdf
17. Financial Sector Development Strategy 2016-2025” published in 2017 - https://www.nbc.org.kh/download_files/publication/
blueprints_eng/Financial-Sector-Development-Strategy-2016-2025-English.pdf
18. https://www.clik.asia/
19. https://www.bongloy.com/
20. With the aim of spurring innovation in financial and banking services, promoting greater financial inclusion in Viet Nam, the Fintech
Challenge Vietnam (FCV) contest has been organized in the past 6 months. Through the FCV, the SBV Fintech Steering Committee
would be able to know more in-depth the technologies being applied widely in the fields of finance and banking: link
21. Link
22. The Bank of the Philippine Islands agreed that through latest regulations like NRPS, which requires all banks to open up their
payment interfaces, technology, open APIs, smartphones and mobile devices adoption, the Philippines is seeing the dawn of
“open banking” where disaggregation and rebundling of traditional bank processes are made possible by technology - http://
fintechnews.sg/17974/philippines/philippine-banks-on-fintech-what-they-are-doing/
23. APIX enables the global connection of FIs and fintech firms, collaborative sandbox environment and adoption of APIs to drive digital
transformation and financial inclusion in APAC - https://www.mas.gov.sg/news/media-releases/2018/worlds-first-cross-borderopen-architecture-platform-to-improve-financial-inclusion
24. Bangkok Bank API was launched in Jan 2017, it was the first developer portal in Thailand - https://bankingblog.accenture.com/
brave-new-world-open-banking-apac-thailand?lang=en_US
25. Bangkok Bank APIs’ functions include retrieval of daily and historical of FX rate, fund price and interest rate offered by Bangkok
Bank, branch locations, office hour, contact information and service available - https://developer.bangkokbank.com/docs/services/
26. https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/1684372/scb-launches-open-api
27. The Personal Data Protection Act, B.E. 2562 (2019) has been published in the Government Gazette on 27 May 2019 - https://
www.bakermckenzie.com/en/insight/publications/2019/05/thailand-personal-data-protection-act
28. https://www.experian.com.hk/insights/the-heart-of-revolution-open-banking-brings-financial-empowerment-to-society
29. https://www.ey.com/en_gl/open-banking-opportunity-index
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30. https://www.zenginkyo.or.jp/fileadmin/res/news/news290713_3.pdf
31. https://medium.com/tokyo-fintech/open-banking-open-apis-in-japan-fc65bd8b1e8e
http://www.prnewswire.co.uk/news-releases/open-banking-provides-perfect-environment-for-fintech-integration-injapan-676518573.html
https://www.frbsf.org/banking/asia-program/pacific-exchanges-podcast/open-banking-apis-japan/
32. https://www.npci.org.in/product-overview/upi-product-overview
33. https://www.yesbank.in/digital-banking/payment-solutions/api-banking
34. https://www.hkma.gov.hk/eng/news-and-media/press-releases/2017/09/20170929-3/
35. https://www.hkma.gov.hk/eng/news-and-media/press-releases/2019/07/20190731-3/#2
36. https://www.hkma.gov.hk/eng/key-functions/international-financial-centre/fintech/open-application-programming-interface-api-forthe-banking-sector/
37. http://www.bnm.gov.my/index.php?ch=en_announcement&pg=en_announcement&ac=687&lang=en
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